
POEM A MORNING SONG BY ELEANOR FARJEON

Eleanor Farjeon ( - ) was an award-winning English author are this poem, "Morning Has Broken," made popular in the
song by Cat.

See Three Stories about Copyright At the time she was supplying them with some verses every day. I was
hoping for hardcopy first editions or second , but have only been able to come up with scanned reprints or
pdfs. When shaping "Morning Has Broken" for recording, Stevens started with a hymn, which took around 45
seconds to sing in its basic form. The piano arrangement on Stevens' recording was composed and performed
by Rick Wakeman , a classically trained keyboardist who would shortly join the English progressive rock
band Yes. Nevertheless, her poetry excites me. Wakeman told Stevens he could not as it was his piece
destined for a solo album, but Stevens persuaded him to adapt his composition. Farjeon knew that to be a good
Christian, one need not destroy the groves sacred to Apollo or Pan. With Eleanor Farjeon, all you have to do is
send her a tune and she turns out a set of verses of faultless fit. Cat Stevens Recording Its use as a pop song
originated in the early s, when pop-musician Cat Stevens came across a copy of Songs of Praise, a book he
had never seen before. Pessimism changes to optimism as she comes in at the door. The combination of the
tune and the poem became Hymn Number 30, Morning has Broken, in Songs of Praise Enlarged, which was
first published in  The only criticism of it was that it was not large enough. Songs of Praise had first been
published in , to popular acclaim. In both the hymn-book and the the carol book [Songs of Praise and the
Oxford Book of Carols] which I have lately been helping to edit with Percy Dearmer and Vaughan Williams it
has been necessary to provide verse for a number of old tunes. The first, second, and fourth verses of the song
are played in C major , while the instrumental introduction, third verse, and the instrumental ending are played
in D major. As often happens in souls attuned to Sophia, there is what one could call a pagan streak in Farjeon,
which is perhaps most obvious in the title of her first collection and its first poem , Pan-Worship  It is listed in
the Farjeon Estate as being written in  On a documentary aired on British television Wakeman stated that he
felt Stevens's version of "Morning Has Broken" was a very beautiful piece of music that had brought people
closer to religious truth. He found it to be a treasure-store of folk song, and went on to make his own
arrangement of Morning has Broken â€” thinking, ironically, that it was a Victorian hymn. He expressed
satisfaction in having contributed to this. Dearmer, as Words Editor, in turn passed the tune onto Eleanor
Farjeon. In , Wakeman released an instrumental version of "Morning Has Broken" on an album of the same
title. Old legends where beauty walks in mystic light are true legends still, and ancient altars where faith once
lit its starry flame are holy places still, for they have been breathed on by eternal types. Such zeal, for her, had
no place in the religion of Christ: I cannot unite with those who serve destruction so idolatrously. Now must I
put you from me year by year, Now year by year the root of life be torn Out of this womb to which you were
so dear, Now year by year the milky springs be dried Within the sealed-up fountains of my breast, Now year
by year be to my arms denied The burden they would break with and be blessed. It was a rough sketch of what
would later become " Catherine Howard ". Unfortunately, Farjeon is more or less excluded from scholarly
consideration. Too often their zeal confuses the false worshipper therein, and seeks to reduce both to common
ruin. This book of folk-tune hymns was widely used, especially in schools, between the s and the s. Producer
Paul Samwell-Smith told him he could never put something like that on an album, and that it had to be at least
three minutes, though an acoustic demo of an early Stevens version lasts almost three minutes.


